DNS Monitoring
From The User's Perspective
Do you know what they see?
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Zone Health Metrics

- Your customers need:
  - Your nameservers to be up
  - Your nameservers to serve the correct data
  - Your zone data to be consistent

- Do you know what your customers see?
  - You probably know what you see
  - But... they're somewhere else
  - Is your zone consistent everywhere?
DNS-Sentinel (Beta)

- A distributed DNS monitoring platform
- Detects and reports:
  - Changes in zone data
  - DNSSEC errors and warnings
  - DNS errors and consistency issues
  - Whois changes
  - Timing analysis
  - Many more planned and coming soon
DNS-Sentinel (Beta)
How we perform monitoring
DNS-Sentinel (Beta)

How we notify you

DNS-Sentinel Console

Did you know your Web-site address Changed in South America?

Did you know your whois technical Contact changed?

Did you know Your zone is About to Expire?

E-Mail

Text Message

Web-Notifications
Questions?

Your users are looking at Your domain from here?

Where are you looking from?
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